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To all it'hon it incy conce77: | collar, h, loosely surrounding it. This collar 
Be it known that I, WINFIELD E. BEVER- has a hole, f'. The band fits about the pipe 55 

IDGE, a citizen of the United States, residing where the steam-outlet fis, and may be turned 
at Baltimore, in the State of Maryland, have thereon by grasping it with the thumb and 

5 invented certain new and useful Improve- fingers. This loose band serves to close the 
ments in Steam-Cookers, of which the follow- opening or outlet f and prevent steam from 
ing is a specification. entering to the vessel, while allowing it to 6o 
My invention relates to an improved steam- pass up to the vessel above, or by turning the 

cooker for domestic use of that class which said loose band h so that the two holes fif' 
Io comprises a boiler and several separate ves- coincide steam may pass laterally from the 

sels sitting one upon the other on the boiler. pipe to the vessel. This contlivance to regul 
The invention is illustrated in the accom- late the inflow of steam is of advantage, for 65 

panying drawings, in which- the reason that some articles of food-such as 
Figure 1 is a vertical section of the cooker. turnips and other green vegetables-need no 

15 Fig. 2 is a top view of the upper vessel, the water such as will come from a condensation 
cover of which is removed. Fig. 3 is a side of the steam, while other articles-such as 
view of one vessel. , Fig. 4 is a side view in rice, hominy, and dry fruits-are benefited by 7o 
which the wall of the vessel is broken away such addition of water. Whether steam en 
to expose the stand-pipe to view. Figs, 5 and ters the vessel or not, each vessel will be 

2O 6 are views of the false bottom used for dry- heated sufficiently by the heat of the vessel 
Steaming. above and below to cook Well. 
The letter A designates the bottom vessel, . A false bottom, I, sits within any One or all 75 

which serves as a boiler. This vessel has a of the vessels, if desired. This false bottom 
side lip, b, which enables the boiler to be re- has a down flange, i, at its rim, which sup 

25 plenished with water. The boiler furnishes ports it elevated, and a notch, k, to take about 
steam to supply the several cooking-vessels C the stand-pipe e. This false bottom serves to 
above it. Each cooking-vessel is entirely in- keep certain articles of food above the Water 8o 
dependent of the other, and the bottom of one of condensation, which may be on the bottom 
sits within the top of the other. The bottom of the vessel. It is found that by this ar 

3o d is flat, and may be employed alone as an rangement food may be cooked substantially 
ordinary stew - pan upon the stove-top. A alike in each and all of the vessels, and that the 
stand-pipe, e, is attached to an opening flavor of food in one vessel will not affect that 85 
through the bottom and slightly taper's or re-in another. 
duces in size toward its upper end. Each This construction, whereby the several ad 

35 stand-pipe has near its upper end an outlet or vantages are obtained, is simpler and cheaper 
opening, f. than others. 

It will be seen by reference to Fig. 1 that Having described my invention, I claim- 9o 
when the several vessels Care in position- The steam-cooker herein described, con 
one upon the other-the large lower end of sisting of a base-boiler having arranged above 

4o the pipe in one vessel will receive the small the same a series of receptacles provided with 
upper end of the pipe in the vessel next be- perforated pipes having perforated collars 
low it. Thus the pipes e of the several ves- mounted thereon, a removable cap on the up-95 
sels connect, and, together, form a continuous per end of the upper tube, and a removable 
pipe inclosed within the vessels and leading flanged bottom having a notch which sur 

45 from the boiler A to the topmost vessel. By rounds the pipe of the receptacle, substan 
this arrangement of connected pipes each ves- tially as and for the purpose specified. 
sel will receive from the opening f a due share Intestimony whereof Iaffix my signature in Ioo 
of steam, and the pipes are not exposed on the presence of two witnesses. 
the outside of the vessels. The upper end of r 5o the pipe in the top vessel may be closed by a WINFIELD E. BEVERIDGE. 

's cap, g, and the vessel itself by a cover, G., Witnesses; 
As shown in Fig. 4 and in the middle ves- JOHN E. MORRIS, 

sel in Fig. 1, the stand-pipe e has a band or JNO. T. MADDOX. 

  


